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Driving the Economy
South Carolina’s trucking industry does a superb job of 
keeping the flow of cargo going.  Local truckers are also 
doing their part to help the environment and maintaining 
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Port of Charleston Goes Green
The SCSPA switches to cleaner-burning 
ultra low sulfur diesel (ULSD) fuel.
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Portcharleston
China Shipping Container LineS
Direct ServiceS in charleSton: EAG / North Europe, Mexico
cuStomer Service: (843)881-4754   www.chinashippingna.com
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The very nature of a seaport is that it exists in 
a sensitive marine environment. Waterborne access to do-
mestic and foreign markets via the ocean has been the back-
bone of the world’s economic prosperity for centuries. One 
result of that demand for ocean access has been thriving 
coastal cities, which is why many U.S. seaports are located 
in urban areas. The ports did not come to the cities, how-
ever. Port cities were built around ports, not the other way 
around. These two facts lead to the reality that modern port 
operations are going to have impacts on the communities 
and environments that surround them. I am proud of the 
efforts the American Association of Port Authorities and the 
South Carolina State Ports Authority are making to address 
and minimize these impacts.
In October, AAPA member ports agreed to begin ad-
vocating the development of new, tougher standards for 
air emissions from both foreign and domestic ships. In a 
press release AAPA said the recommendation calls for strict 
emission limits for particulate matter and oxides of sulfur, 
beginning in 2011; limits on new engines to achieve oxides 
of nitrogen reductions of at least 15 percent beginning in 
2011 (compared to existing emissions levels); and phased-
in requirements on “legacy” engines (built before Jan. 1, 
2000) to achieve a 20 percent oxides of nitrogen reduction 
starting in 2010.  The approach to cut emissions is through 
a combination of new fuel standards in certain coastal areas 
and new engine system standards. 
“What AAPA recommended, and our members approved, 
is for the Association to work with the Environmental 
Protection Agency (EPA) to support its proposal to the 
International Maritime Organization (IMO) to adopt more 
stringent vessel emission requirements as part of the interna-
tional MARPOL Annex VI treaty,” said AAPA Government 
Relations Vice President Susan Monteverde.
The fact that the ports of the Western Hemisphere have 
spoken collectively on this issue is welcome news. We the 
South Carolina State Ports Authority are pleased to not only 
support, but to take a lead in, these measures. Air quality 
has been a significant concern in the permitting of our new 
container terminal at the former Naval Base in Charleston. 
We have not, however, been waiting for industry accep-
tance and implementation of these measures to act here in 
Charleston. 
Last March the Authority and the South Carolina 
Department of Health and Environmental Control signed 
a voluntary agreement to evaluate and implement means 
to cut emissions at the port’s existing and future facilities, 
improving air quality in the Charleston region.
Among the key components of that agreement: Fund 
the purchase, installation and utility costs for a particulate 
matter monitoring station to be owned and operated by 
DHEC; Conduct an emissions inventory of existing facili-
ties by mid-2008; Purchase cleaner equipment for the Navy 
Base Terminal; Use cleaner engines when rebuilding existing 
equipment or replacing retired equipment; Evaluate the use 
of cleaner fuels, such as bio-diesel and ultra-low sulfur die-
sel; Evaluate the future use of shore-to-ship electric power 
for ships at berth, also known as “cold ironing”; Carry out 
air quality education and outreach and pursue anti-idling 
initiatives; And include contractor guidelines in construc-
tion bid documents to minimize air impacts.
In September the Authority switched to ultra low sulfur 
diesel fuel more than three years ahead of a federal man-
date to do so. This move underscored our commitment to 
minimize the impacts of our operations on the air quality 
of the Charleston area.
These efforts also build on a long tradition of working 
to minimize our impacts such as moving away from diesel 
driven container cranes to electric container cranes and us-
ing highly productive port operations as a means of lessen-
ing idling time for truckers.
The AAPA recommendations and the Authority actions 
mentioned above are directed toward the environment. 
However, the Authority has gone a step further with a ro-
bust community mitigation program in relation to the Naval 
Base terminal development process. The mitigation agree-
ment includes over $4 million in community programming 
to fund education and job training programs, establish an 
affordable housing trust and other projects.
The maritime industry is stepping up to the plate when 
it comes to finding ways to maintain and increase the com-
mercial and economic benefits of our operations while mini-
mizing negative impacts on the surrounding communities 
and the environment. The time has come to reject the false 
notion that a sustainable port, a sustainable economy, and a 
sustainable community are mutually exclusive. We are proud 
to be working toward that end.
Thank you.
Bernard S. Groseclose, Jr.
President and CEO
South Carolina State Ports Authority
Bernard S. Groseclose, Jr.
Ports Step Up to the Plate
viewpoint
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from the waterfront
i
news 
In an effort to become even more eco-friendly, 
the South Carolina State Ports Authority (SCSPA) recently switched to 
cleaner-burning ultra low sulfur diesel (ULSD) fuel. The move comes 
three years before the deadline to comply with a federal mandate. 
The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has mandated that 
all off-road equipment switch to ULSD by July 1, 2010, but the SCSPA 
already has begun using ULSD at its container terminals.
“This latest move underscores our commitment to reduce air emis-
sions and improve air quality in the greater Charleston region, said 
Bernard S. Groseclose, Jr., SCSPA president & CEO. “We are switching 
to cleaner fuel well ahead of the curve.”
Rubber-tire gantry cranes (RTGs), the large stacking cranes in 
container yards, will be the first equipment that the SCSPA will fuel 
with ULSD. Later, it will begin filling the storage tanks that supply fuel 
to about 70 other pieces of on-terminal equipment, such as stacking 
cranes and yard trucks.
Prior to this move, the SCSPA used traditional low sulfur die-
sel, which meets a standard of 500 parts per million (ppm) of sulfur 
N + D  2007  •  PortCharleston    7 
 
the port oF CharLeSton’S reLativeLy Short diStanCe From open water CoupLed with itS high pro-
duCtivity aLLow ShipS to be turned quiCker thuS reduCing emiSSionS into the LoCaL atmoSphere.
content, in all of its equipment. 
The new ULSD at SCSPA facilities 
must meet a standard of 15 ppm, 
a particulate matter reduction es-
timated at 10%.
The switch to cleaner fuel is 
one in a series of steps toward a 
greener port. Earlier this year, the 
SCSPA partnered with the South 
Carolina Department of Health 
and Environmental Control 
(DHEC) to proactively reduce 
port-related air emissions. The 
two entities evaluated and im-
plemented means to cut emis-
sions at the port’s existing and 
future facilities, thereby improv-
ing the overall air quality in the 
Charleston region.
Other parts of the agreement 
include conducting an air emis-
sions inventory of existing facili-
ties, funding a particulate matter 
monitoring station to be operated 
by DHEC, and including contrac-
tor guidelines in construction bid 
documents. New and upgraded 
equipment with cleaner burning 
engines will provide additional 
emissions cutting benefits in the 
future. 
The SCSPA has replaced all 
of its dockside container cranes 
with new electrical units, elimi-
nating diesel emissions. In addi-
tion, over the last five years, the 
SCSPA has retired ten yard trucks, 
four container cranes, three RTGs, 
two gantry cranes, and seven full 
container handlers.
Groseclose noted that another 
key to reducing air emissions at 
ports is productivity. 
“The SCSPA is recognized as 
a leader in both crane produc-
tivity and trucker turn times,” 
he said. “These strides in effi-
ciency mean ships stay in port 
for shorter lengths of time, and 
truckers spend less time idling 
on facilities, both of which reduce 
emissions.”
Port Expansion 
Progress Continues: 
Judge Dismisses 
Challenges to New 
Port Terminal
The SCSPA recently received 
permission to move forward with 
plans for a three-berth, 280-acre 
container terminal at the former 
Navy Base in Charleston. Judge 
John D. Geathers dismissed 
the South Carolina Coastal 
Conservation League’s (SCCCL) 
challenges of state permits for the 
new port access road and marine 
terminal. 
The favorable ruling removes 
an automatic stay of construction 
and allows the SCSPA to move 
ahead with the project, which ac-
tually includes nearly $10 million 
in environmental and community 
mitigation. This project also in-
cludes a voluntary air quality pro-
gram to minimize emission from 
both new and existing terminals.
After the state Department 
of Health and Environmental 
Control (DHEC) issued water 
quality permits for the terminal 
and road, the SCCCL sought to 
challenge both permits before the 
DHEC Board. The SCSPA ques-
tioned the timeliness of these 
challenges, but the Board agreed 
to hear the matter, ultimately up-
holding the staff decisions to issue 
the permits.
The SCCCL then filed contest-
ed cases with the Administrative 
Law Court. The SCSPA again 
argued that the SCCCL did not 
follow the law and filed its re-
quest for final review outside of 
the time period designated by the 
state code.
In his orders on the two cases, 
Judge John D. Geathers ruled in 
favor of the SCSPA’s motion to 
dismiss based on the fact that the 
SCCCL did not timely file its re-
quests with the DHEC Board.
Work that does not require 
state or federal permits already is 
well underway. The SCSPA award-
ed a major building and structure 
demolition contract last month, 
and it developed sites to test con-
solidation in May.
“We’re pleased that this mat-
ter finally has been resolved,” said 
Bernard S. Groseclose, Jr., SCSPA 
president & CEO. “Every state 
and federal permitting agency has 
signed off on the plan, recogniz-
ing that this project benefits our 
neighbors, the environment, and 
the economy.”
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More Port 
Expansion 
Progress: SCSPA 
Board Approves 
Demolition Project
The SCSPA Board of Directors 
has approved a demolition con-
tract that clears the slate for port 
expansion at the former Navy 
Base. The approval is part of $7.4 
million in terminal improvement 
and investment projects.
The demolition project in-
volves removing all above and 
below ground buildings, struc-
tures, pavements and utilities 
within Phase I of the new termi-
nal, or approximately 171 acres. 
The Board awarded the project 
to D. H. Griffin Wrecking of West 
Columbia for $1 million. Once un-
derway next month, D. H. Griffin 
will complete this phase of demo-
lition in about six months.
“This is the next concrete 
step toward the new terminal in 
North Charleston,” said Bernard 
S. Groseclose, Jr., SCSPA president 
& CEO, referring to the ultimate 
development of a new 280-acre, 
1.4 million-TEU container termi-
nal that has received all necessary 
federal and state permits.
Already, two separate test em-
bankment sites have been con-
structed on the port expansion 
site to determine soil conditions. 
In June, the Board approved an 
$8-million contract for PB to per-
form construction management 
services related to site preparation 
of Phase I.
In other action, the Board ap-
proved several other projects to 
support and enhance the SCSPA’s 
existing facilities and business, in-
cluding contracts for maintenance 
dredging, a new container mar-
shaling area, and a new Enterprise 
Resource Planning system.
Southern Milling 
to Build facility in 
Calhoun County
Southern Milling & Lumber 
has announced that it will invest 
$1.2 million in a new manufactur-
ing facility in Calhoun County. 
The company expects to com-
plete the new facility by the end 
of the year.
Southern Milling, based in 
Lakeland, FL, specializes in the 
remanufacture of lumber and 
the manufacture of wooden pal-
lets and specialty packaging. The 
company said that it will cut lum-
ber to its clients’ specifications 
and manufacture wood pallets 
at the new facility. This project 
will create approximately 50 new 
jobs.
“We welcome the investment 
and new jobs from Southern 
Milling & Lumber,” said Calhoun 
County Council Chairman David 
Summers. “Calhoun County is 
very pleased with the recent influx 
Don’t forget to let 
our staff know so we 
can make sure you 
don’t miss an issue of 
PortCharleston 
magazine. 
Call 1-800-382-1721 
and we’ll make the 
change for you.
Moving?
Change
of 
address?
mount pLeaSant mayor harry m. haLLman, Jr. (LeFt) waS among the gueStS attending mediterranean Shipping Co. (uSa) inCorporated’S ground-
breaking Ceremony at mount pLeaSant’S deveLoping watermark Community.  mediterranean Shipping Co. (uSa) inC. viCe preSident Sergio FedeLini 
(right) diSCuSSeS hiS Company’S new South atLantiC headquarterS buiLding at the oCtober Ceremony.
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Continued
of quality companies that have 
discovered the value of doing 
business in Calhoun County.” 
Summers added that the coun-
ty’s close proximity to Columbia 
and a transportation network 
that links directly to the Port of 
Charleston is helping attract busi-
nesses. Recently, Starbucks Coffee 
announced plans to build a new 
roasting and distribution facility 
in the county, creating 160 new 
full-time jobs.
Colossal Car 
Carrier Calls 
Charleston
Wallenius Wilhelmsen’s mag-
nificent new vessel, the M/V 
Faust, recently called the Port of 
Charleston on its maiden voy-
age. The colossal car carrier, 
which was christened last May at 
Daewoo Shipbuilding and Marine 
Engineering in Korea, is the first 
delivery in a series of seven new 
large car/truck carriers ordered by 
Wallenius. The new vessel sailed 
through the Suez Canal to Europe 
before crossing the Atlantic to the 
U.S. East Coast. 
Now the largest registered 
car carrier in Sweden, the M/V 
Faust spans 228 meters and has 
a capacity of 8,000 standard cars 
throughout 13 decks. Because five 
of those decks are adjustable, the 
ship can handle mixed cargo of 
cars and heavy equipment. And, 
despite the fact that she weighs 
in at 71,500 tons, she still is able 
to cruise along at an impressive 
19 knots.
In addition to her consider-
able size and capacity, The M/V 
Faust also has been equipped 
with the latest in environmen-
tally sound technology designed 
to reduce emissions into the air 
and the sea. She is outfitted with 
a ballast water treatment system, 
PureBallast, to treat water before 
releasing it into the ocean, as well 
as an onboard recycling system 
800.922.8782
www.gptruck.com
Need info? int@gptruck.com
I N T E L L I G ENT
INTERMODAL 
G&P Trucking provides intelligent
answers to intermodal challenges.
We maintain containerized freight-
interchange agreements with all
ocean carriers serving the ports of
Charleston, Norfolk and Savannah. 
When you need us, we are there!
• customs bonded
• C-TPAT certified
• transloading
• one-way and round-trip 
drayage
• secure terminal locations
• real time satellite-based 
mobile communications
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for materials used by the crew. 
The ship additionally uses diesel-
based oil to reduce emissions and 
operate more efficiently.
Chassis Pools 
Merge
As of October 1, the South 
Atlantic Consolidated Chassis 
Pool (SACP) has merged the 
SERP/SACP and the SATL/SACP 
to form a unified pool. Twenty-
three members are included in 
the new SACP: ACL, ACS, China 
Shipping, CMA, COSCO, CSAV, 
Emirates, Evergreen, Hamburg 
Sud, Hanjin, HMM, HPL, K-Line, 
Marfret, MED, MOL, NYK, 
OOCL, SCI, Turkon, UASC, YML, 
and Zim.
The SCSPA, the Ocean 
Carrier Equipment Management 
Association (OCEMA), and the 
Georgia Ports Authority created 
SACP earlier this year in an ef-
fort to improve terminal efficien-
cies and to realize economies of 
scale. Truckers are able to keep the 
same chassis, which reduces turn-
around time, and it also aids ter-
minals by reducing lane space.
For a full information sheet 
about new procedures, or for ques-
tions regarding the SACP, con-
tact the Flexi-Van leasing office in 
Charleston at (843) 881-8513.
fUJIfILM Names 
SC Plant As 
Primary Site
Fujifilm’s Tokyo headquarters 
announced that it has named the 
Greenwood, SC, factory its pri-
mary worldwide manufacturing 
site for Quicksnap one-time use 
cameras. Upon implementation, 
Fujifilm’s Greenwood operations 
will produce more than 80% of the 
worldwide demand for Fujifilm’s 
Quicksnap cameras.
Once the consolidation of 
manufacturing facilities is com-
pleted, Fujifilm Manufacturing 
U.S.A. will produce Quicksnap 
cameras for markets in the Asia 
– Pacific areas in addition to its 
current markets. 
two South atLantiC ChaSSiS pooLS merged in oCtober whiCh now ServeS a totaL oF twenty-three CarrierS.
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MER is your ì one stop shopî  for virtually 
any industrial cleaning or environmental 
contracting need.
www.moranenvironmental.com 
?? Line Handling & Booming 
?? Industrial / Marine Cleaning 
?? Tanks & Bilges 
?? Emergency Response 
?? Site Remediation 
?? Facility Decontamination 
?? Asbestos, Lead & Mold Abatement 
Our objective is simple.  We want to earn your 
business.  When you call MER, expect superior 
value that can be measured in terms of quality, 
responsiveness and cost.
24-Hours a Day 
Since 1986 
843.767.8900
Fax: 843.767.8905 
511 Old Mount Holly Road 
Goose Creek, SC 29445 
Also Serving Jacksonville, FL, Savannah, GA 
and Norfolk, VA 
Today take Berlitz,
Tomorrow
Take on
the World!
“Language Instruction,
  Translation and
  Interpretation Services”
Your tools for success...
Convenient
Affordable
Flexible
• Conversational language classes
• Certiﬁed translation services
• Technical and legal interpretations
• Cross-cultural training
Learn in our Center or your ofﬁce.
Choose from private to small group instruction.
Schedule is determined by you.
(843) 849-8077
Call for more
information today!
www.berlitzsc.com 
“This great news is the result 
of almost a year of study, improve-
ment plans, and preparation,” 
said Nick Sekiguchi, president of 
Fujifilm Manufacturing U.S.A. 
“This is a clear indication that the 
Greenwood complex remains one 
of the major strategic manufactur-
ing hubs for the Fujifilm global 
organization, even though the 
announcement does not trans-
late into more jobs or more fac-
tories.” He added that the board’s 
approval of the consolidation plan 
confirms that Greenwood is one 
of the company’s most efficient 
and cost effective operations in 
the world. 
FUJIFILM Manufacturing 
U.S.A., Inc., the American man-
ufacturing arm of Fuji Photo 
Film Co., Ltd., is headquartered 
in Greenwood. The plant manu-
factures QuickSnap one-time-use 
recyclable cameras, 35mm color 
film, color paper, digital and con-
ventional medical imaging prod-
ucts, and digital and conventional 
presensitized plates and film for 
the graphic arts market.
    Have a happy Thanksgiving       
     and Holiday season.
        We would especially like to thank            
   our clients for their continued use &     
 growth through the port of Charleston.
                           Thank you! 
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Freight Forwarding
Customs Brokerage
Logistics Management
...Since 1948
Offering
Worldwide
Service
• Air/Ocean
• Import/Export
• Consolidation/Deconsolidation
• Distribution Management
Charleston Office:
1350 Ashley River Road
Charleston, SC 29407
843-769-7030
FAX 769-7042
Also:
Atlanta, GA:  404-768-8003
Charlotte, NC:  704-357-6138
Columbia, SC:  803-822-8344
Greenville, SC:  864-801-9004
Savannah, GA:  912-233-9355
E-mail
info/ifichs@ifichs.com
Also:
Atlanta, GA 404-768-8003
Fax: 404-768-4666
Columbia, SC 803-822-8344
Fax: 803-822-8345
Savannah, GA 912-233-9355
Fax: 912-233-9421
www.ifichs.com
SoPo Southern
Port Services
Cross Docking Warehousing
Trucking Container Staging
Transportation & Logistics
Charleston • Savannah • Atlanta • Charlotte
Southern Port Services, LLC
330 Deming Way • Summerville, SC 29483
866.592.SoPo (7676) • www.southernportservices.com
SoPoAd.indd   1 4/12/2007   5:07:14 PM
Stevedoring
Warehousing
& Transportation
WSI of the
Southeast, LLC
Perry R. Collins
Senior VP – Business Devel.
perry.collins@wsijason.com
843-527-1743
Fax 843-527-1179
Eugene (Gene) Baker
President
gene.baker@wsijason.com
843-554-8640
Fax 843-554-8642
1415 Viaduct Road, Charleston, SC 29405
WSI ad new LH.indd   1 4/25/07   9:27:09 AM
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MTC-East
Marine Terminals Corporation East
1071 Morrison Drive, Suite C
Charleston, SC 29403
P.O. Box 2286, Charleston, SC 29413
Tel. (843) 577-6610
Fax. (843) 577-8869
Stevedores
Terminal Operators
Whether you’re selling one pallet...
one truckload...  or just one box...
we can help!
O.A.S. aggressively solving the problems of excess goods
828.684.3410 OFFICE 
828.808.3617 CELL 
828.684.3218 FAX 
Serving the ports of 
Charleston, Savannah
and all of the East Coast
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The Link between 
U.S. Housing and 
Trade Volumes
behind the numbers
Although the nationwide housing boom is credited 
for propping up the world economy after the U.S. stock market bubble 
burst, now experts are pointing to the slumping housing economy as 
the lead cause of the current economic slowdown. It seems the “R” word 
has been popping up more often lately as recession concerns rise.
Economists define a housing market recession by looking at hous-
ing indicator trends. These indicators include building permit appli-
cations, housing starts, home sales, home prices, mortgage rates, and 
sometimes even rental vacancies. Since the housing peak, sometime 
around summer 2005, all of these indicators are down. The key ques-
tions now are: how wide the impact is, where is the bottom, and how 
long will it last? 
To give perspective, consider that at its peak, some economists 
estimated the housing market directly accounted for 1% of the GDP 
growth. Indirect impacts were just as large, together accounting for 
2% of the 3.3% GDP growth in 2005. A large part of the “indirect” 
impacts were the result of spending enabled by home-equity extrac-
tion as home prices appreciated. Literally billions of dollars were put 
into the economy from home equity loans to fund purchases, a large 
portion of which was used for home improvement. 
Economists call the tendency of consumers to spend more when 
their assets appreciate the “wealth effect.” For better or worse, the hous-
ing boom and related wealth effect was basically credited for keeping 
our economy growing.
When home prices stall or drop and the equity dries up, according 
one theory, consumer purchasing is soon to follow suit. However, ac-
cording to a September 13, 2007 article in the International Business 
Times, a Fed report has revealed that the housing crisis has not curbed 
consumer spending. It appears consumers are turning more than ever 
to their credit cards to finance purchases. In economics, hindsight is 
20/20. Still there is no doubt at this point the housing market has played 
a major role, if not the leading role, in the current economic slowdown. 
And the impact is apparent in foreign trade too.
Looking at the latest year on year comparison, overall U.S. im-
ports are down, with more recent numbers showing it getting worse. 
Because of port market share shifts some ports haven’t yet seen a major 
impact.  Other ports have felt the impact directly. The challenge is to 
By INGRID TORLAy Sr. Market Analyst.
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find out just how much of that is attributable to the residential hous-
ing market, because it could just have likely been something else – 
like the falling dollar. And like the falling dollar, the negative impact 
is all on imports.
Direct impacts affect both the container and breakbulk busi-
ness for a port. They include imports of lumber products, finished 
doors & parts, wall board, ceramic tiles, rugs & floor coverings and 
plumbing supplies. Together these commodities decreased 12% or 
approximately 23,688 TEUS in the latest year on year comparison of 
the South Atlantic containerized market. But the bigger impact was 
in the breakbulk market, where volume decreased a whooping 58% 
or -1,209,382 short tons. (See graph)
Indirect impacts, which affect almost exclusively the containerized 
market, includes imports of: Furniture, Sheets & Towels, Curtains & 
Blinds, Dish Washers, Laundry Machines, Vacuums, Grills and to some 
extent Construction Equipment.  Together these imports are down 
7% or -47,112 TEUS year on year for the South Atlantic market. It 
is likely they have not registered their full negative impact. Note that 
though the percentage decrease is less when compared to the direct 
commodity impact, the total TEU impact is greater.
In terms of the containerized trade, indirect impacts are the ones 
to watch. Home furnishings represent 66% of the indirect commodi-
ties total volume. Furniture is the biggest containerized U.S. import. 
For South Atlantic ports, it represents 11% of imports, with no close 
second. Year over year furniture is down 4% and that dip would have 
been worse had the West Coast furniture imports not shifted to East 
Coast ports. Northeast Asia accounts for over 70% of the furniture 
imports. And furniture appears among the top 10 import commodi-
ties for every trade lane, save Africa, the Caribbean and West Coast 
South America.
Certainly some further impact should be expected from the dis-
solving “wealth effect”. Yet this is hard to measure. A CNW Marketing 
Research study showed that 7% of the new car purchases were made 
with home equity loans at the peak of the housing market boom. But 
so far, for the South Atlantic market at least, automobile imports don’t 
appear to have been affected.
A recent Global Insight report states it is likely that the slow housing 
market will persist until the first quarter of 2009, worse than originally 
expected. The Journal of Commerce’s latest TEU projections expect 
imports of housing related commodities, particularly in indirect com-
modities, to decline further in the short term. And Global Insight in-
dicates lumber orders are down, which could be more bad news for 
breakbulk. The  silver lining here is that in the complex global econ-
omy, something else is usually going on at the same time to balance 
the outcome. In this case the dollar is down. Though bad for imports, 
a weak dollar bodes well for exports, and exports are keeping the US 
containerized trade bottom line growing.
CLASS A OFFICE SPACE FOR LEASE 
FORMER MEADWESTVACO  
EXECUTIVE OFFICE BUILDING 
FABER PLACE PARK 
NORTH CHARLESTON, SC 
 
 
SPACE AVAILABLE– 63,000 SF ON THREE  FLOORS 
SUITES AS SMALL AS 10,000 SF 
PARKING ADJACENT TO BUILDING 
 
LOCATION– ADJACENT TO I-526 
BETWEEN I-26 AND THE ASHLEY RIVER 
LEASE RATE- $11-$12/SF NNN 
 
  
 
 
CONTACT DAN BATTEN, SIOR 
(843) 805-6060 
DAN@BATTENANDMOORE.COM 
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Sheila Cox:
New Regional Sales Manager Aims to Increase 
Port of Charleston’s Market Share By BETSy HARTER
t
The South Carolina State Ports Authority recently 
welcomed a new regional sales manager to its team. Sheila Cox, an 
18-year shipping industry veteran, is now responsible for the Port of 
Charleston’s accounts in Virginia, parts of Tennessee, upstate South 
Carolina and most of North Carolina. Cox replaces Tommy Alexander, 
who retired after more than 20 years in the position.
“Sheila brings current top-tier sales management skills 
to the critically important Carolinas and Virginia sales re-
gion,” said Fred Stribling, SCSPA VP of Marketing & Sales. 
“Her sales training, experience, and positive relationships 
with the shippers and importers of this region made her a 
standout in a field of top-notch talent that was interested 
in representing the SCSPA.”
Cox comes to the Port of Charleston from Mediterranean 
Shipping Company (MSC), one of the world’s leading global 
shipping lines. When MSC promoted her from district sales 
manager to regional sales manager after two years, she 
became responsible for overseeing four sales representa-
tives in the Carolinas and Virginia. Prior to her four-year 
stint at MSC, Cox worked as a senior sales representative 
at the North Carolina State Ports Authority for more than 
six years.
Cox also has served on the boards of numerous in-
dustry organizations throughout the Southeast, including 
the Atlanta Maritime Association, the Chattanooga World 
Trade Association, the North Carolina Traffic League, and 
the Charlotte World Trade Association.
A native of Greeneville, TN, Cox knew that she wanted to pursue 
a career in transportation from the time that she was in college. She 
attended the University of Tennessee, which is known throughout the 
shipping industry as one of the 
nation’s top transportation pro-
grams. Although she earned a 
degree in Economics, Cox also 
took several transportation and 
logistics courses that covered 
all aspects of shipping, includ-
ing rail, trucking, and air and 
ocean freight.
After college, Cox land-
ed her first job at steamship 
agent Stevens Shipping’s ex-
port ocean operations de-
partment. From there, she 
moved to International Freight 
Forwarders, a full-service custom broker, freight forwarder and 
NVOCC. The company eventually sent her to Charleston to open a 
local sales office. She remained in Charleston for more than two years, 
also working as a sales representative for COSCO, another of the world’s 
premiere steamship lines. 
Although Cox has lived and worked in North Carolina for more 
than 10 years, her time spent in the 
Charleston area left an imprint on her 
soul, and she hoped to return again 
one day. 
“I always wanted to work at the 
Port of Charleston,” Cox said. “The 
SCSPA has a very professional staff, 
and I always wanted to be part of 
that team and help grow the Port of 
Charleston by bringing additional 
business there.”
Now that she is part of Port 
Charleston team, Cox hopes to leave 
her own mark by boosting the port’s 
sales and increasing market share. Cox 
will continue to reside in Charlotte, 
NC, where a growing base of trans-
portation logistics and distribution fa-
cilities are making a home. Cox hopes 
to combine her love for Charleston 
with her business network in North 
Carolina to create a mutually beneficial partnership. 
“I am very excited about this new position, and I am looking for-
ward to promoting the Port of Charleston and bringing more business 
in, especially from the Charlotte area,” Cox said. 
She explained that currently four states compete for North Carolina’s 
port business—Georgia, Virginia and the Carolinas. 
“Geographically, companies in Charlotte can reach Charleston 
via major highways more quickly than ports in Savannah, Norfolk or 
even Wilmington,” she said. “One of my goals is to increase the market 
share for Charleston. There is a lot of potential here to expand our cus-
tomer base with more companies that choose the Port of Charleston, 
not only because of proximity, but also because of our excellent facili-
ties and services.”
Stribling agreed, noting that Cox’s goals are directly in line with 
those of the entire SCSPA.
“We are excited to have Sheila on the team, and as always we strive 
to constantly improve our service delivery and cargo partnership with 
the region’s international trading community,” he said.
“
”
I am very excited 
about this new 
position, and I am 
looking forward 
to promoting the 
Port of Charleston 
and bringing 
more business in, 
especially from 
the Charlotte area.
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ACO Distribution & warehousing Inc:
An Inland Port Terminal at a Major Interstate Crossroads By BETSy HARTER
Warehousing and distribution 
 is a booming business in South Carolina. 
While many companies involved in this in-
dustry are building new facilities, one South 
Carolina startup is revitalizing the local area 
by renovating an existing facility and hiring 
local talent.
Tommy Alexander, a former SCSPA sales 
executive, recently opened ACO Distribution 
& Warehousing, Inc., in Orangeburg, SC, to 
provide general merchandise storage, shipping 
and receiving, and import/export services. The 
company also offers cross docking, repackag-
ing, stretch and shrink wrap services, inventory 
control, and other inventory-related functions 
from its 388,000-square-foot facility. 
Built in 1969, ACO’s headquarters formerly housed 
Velcorex and Greenwood Mills. The building sat empty 
since its closing in 2005, and the grounds had become 
quite overgrown. But one man’s trash is another’s trea-
sure—the facility’s prime location and essential ameni-
ties, including rail service, made it a perfect fit for the 
startup company.
“To find an existing available building with rail ser-
vice is unusual,” Alexander said. “We finally found one 
here in Orangeburg.”
Alexander and his three silent partners invested more 
than $3.7 million to modernize the existing facility. They 
heightened the ceilings to 28 feet and constructed a load-
ing/unloading dock for transporting product. 
“There already was rail service on the terminal, but 
it was in bad shape and only went 50 yards behind the 
building,” Alexander explained. “We diverted the rail and 
extended it up to the side of our building.” He added that 
the rail currently handles boxcar traffic, but the company 
plans to use it to handle intermodal freight one day. 
ACO’s property also offers 24-hour security, seven 
days a week. Other amenities include 15 loading docks, 100 acres 
dedicated to container storage, and general warehousing equipment 
such as forklifts, roll clamps, and bale clamps.
“It’s exciting to see an unoccupied building being up-fitted for this 
project,” noted Central S.C. Alliance Chairman George Bullwinkel, Jr. 
“Our goal is to attract companies that will improve the standard of 
living for the people of Central South Carolina.” 
Orangeburg County Council Chairman Harry Wimberly also 
praised ACO for transforming a vacant building for its purposes. 
“Locating here utilizes existing buildings and creates new jobs for our 
citizens,” he said. “My hope is for a long and prosperous endeavor as 
(ACO) enhances the quality of life in Orangeburg County.” 
ACO plans to create 14 jobs within two years, and the wages will be 
higher than the county’s average wage rate of $12 an hour, Alexander 
said.
“We are employing people from the Orangeburg area, and we are 
trying to be a good corporate neighbor here in the community,” he 
continued.
Alexander has other big plans for ACO. He feels that the compa-
ny’s location in the state’s “Global Logistics Triangle”—the crossroads 
of I-26 and I-95—makes it ideally situated for an inland port facil-
ity. And, two other major interstates—I-20 going east-west, and I-77 
north from Charlotte—are less than 45 minutes away. The company 
also pulls product from I-85.
“Containers full of imports are utilizing all of those major corridors, 
and then those empty containers are fun-
neled back to Charleston right through 
Orangeburg,” Alexander explained. “We 
want to capitalize on the empties going 
back to Charleston by providing truck-
ers the ability to drop off the empty con-
tainer here and pick up a full load from 
us. They can then maximize the amount 
of revenue and profit on the round-trip 
move.”
ACO’s 188-acre terminal, of which 
172 are fenced, will enable the company 
to set up a container yard and container 
pools.
Alexander would like to see ACO 
apply this inland port concept to inter-
national freight, eventually working with 
steamship lines to act as a relay point for 
inbound cargo. But for now, Alexander is 
concentrating on serving his current cus-
tomers. ACO already is handling freight 
for international and domestic companies in industries such as auto-
motive parts, pharmaceuticals, textiles, machinery, steel, and paper.
“We are grateful to Norfolk Southern, which has identified ACO as 
one of its reload centers, and we have commitments from many cus-
tomers already,” he said. “But we are far from being full, and we look 
forward to serving many more international and domestic companies 
in every vertical market.”
ACO can be reached at (803) 534-1927. The address is 2500 
Rowesville Road, Orangeburg, SC, 29115. 
“
”
we are 
employing 
people from the 
Orangeburg 
area, and we are 
trying to be a 
good corporate 
neighbor here in 
the community,
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We’ve all heard the phrase, “If you got it, a truck brought it.” 
No one understands the value of truck drivers more than the members of Charleston’s 
shipping industry, and every year they strive to show their appreciation during National 
Truck Driver Appreciation Week.
This year, employees of the South Carolina State Ports Authority (SCSPA) teamed up 
with members of the Charleston Motor Carriers Association to thank truck drivers for their 
service. Representatives from the motor carriers were stationed at all Port of Charleston 
terminals August 26-September 1, as they distributed 3,800 penlights and 4,000 iced bottles 
of water to truck drivers. The gifts were funded by the SCSPA, and from money that the 
Charleston Motor Carriers had raised during its various fundraisers.
“Professional drivers are integral to our port’s success and are essential to our economy,” 
said Bernard S. Groseclose, Jr., SCSPA President & CEO. “This is just a small token of our 
appreciation for their important role.”
For the last several years, the SCSPA and the Charleston Motor Carriers have disbursed 
a variety of appreciation gifts, which have ranged from t-shirts and hats to first-aid kits 
emblazoned with the organizations’ logos.
“We try to do something to thank these wonderful drivers every year,” said Liz Brabham, 
treasurer of the Charleston Motor Carriers and Wando Trucking’s operations manager. “We 
can have all the computers in the world, but if we don’t have drivers and don’t keep our 
drivers happy, we are not going to move any freight at all.”
Pat Barber, President of the Charleston Motor Carriers and owner of Superior 
The Port of 
Charleston 
honors truckers, 
the backbone of 
our economy.
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Transportation, echoed her sentiments. “If we don’t have our driv-
ers, we are all out of business,” he said. “They are the lifeblood of our 
economy.” 
Rick Todd, president & CEO of the South Carolina Trucking 
Association (SCTA), explained that his organization encourages its 
member companies to properly recognize their drivers. He notes that 
the Charleston Motor Carriers is a very active contingent, and he al-
ways is impressed with the group’s dedication.
“Everyone depends on our truck drivers, and this weeklong cel-
ebration is just one way to reach out and pat them on the back and give 
them the thanks and recognition they deserve,’ he said.
According to the SCTA, there are 130,000 truck drivers in South 
Carolina. While that number sounds large, it’s just a small percentage 
of the 3.24 million drivers in the entire United States. However, Todd 
noted that South Carolina’s trucking industry is unique because its in-
dustry members are active in pushing safety and environmental initia-
tives that will make the nation’s roads safer for all who travel them.
Driving the Economy
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the numbers tell all
> 23.3%: decrease in the number of fatal truck crashes in SC between ‘05 & ’06
> 90%: percentage that new diesel trucks reduce tailpipe emissions of particulate matter
> $30,030: average annual salary of a truck driver in South Carolina in 2005 
> 130,000: number of truck drivers in South Carolina
> 3.24 million: number of truck drivers in the United States
> 8.6 million: number of Americans employed by the trucking industry (in 2005,                       
1 out every 14 South Carolinian was!)
> 10.7 billion: tons of freight transported by the trucking industry in 2005,  
representing 68.9% of total domestic tonnage shipped 
                                  Source: South Carolina Trucking Association
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Safety: a Driving Force
With 130,000 trucks drivers on South Carolina’s roadways, highway 
safety continues to be a top priority for the state’s trucking industry. 
“South Carolina always has been proactive in highway safety ini-
tiatives,” said SCTA’s Todd, adding that the state actually saw a 23.3% 
decrease in the number of fatal truck crashes in between 2005 and 
2006.
Todd said that South Carolina was actually the first state in the 
country to pass safe chassis legislation. He explained that because 
railroads and foreign-owned steamship lines own the chassis used 
by intermodal motor carriers to transport shipping containers and 
other products, the trucker could not control the equipment’s condi-
tion. Prior to South Carolina’s safe chassis legislation, if the equipment 
was unsafe or in poor condition, the motor carrier was responsible for 
safety violations discovered in roadside inspections, and the violations 
were included in calculating the carrier’s safety rating.
“We were the first state to pass legislation bringing the equipment 
providers into the picture from the shared responsibility standpoint,” 
Todd said. ““We were pioneers in chassis safety in an effort to improve 
safety operating on the highway and to ensure better equipment.”
After South Carolina passed its legislation, several other states fol-
lowed suit. Soon, S.C. Senator Henry Brown sponsored H.R. 2863, the 
Intermodal Equipment Safety and Responsibility Act of 2003, which 
made safety the responsibility of the ocean shipping lines and railroads 
that own the equipment, rather than the motor carriers that pick up 
and deliver containers and chassis. Now called the Intermodal Chassis 
Act, the legislation is almost ready for nationwide implementation.
“Nationwide roll-out will be a good thing, and hopefully we’ll ex-
perience a better class of equipment, maybe even fewer scrap tires on 
our roadways,” Todd said.
On a local level, the Charleston Motor Carriers Association also is 
involved with safety initiatives. A few years ago, the Motor Carriers, 
the SCSPA, and various shippers joined to institute a Truck Safety 
Team, according to Phil Byrd, President  & CEO of Bulldog Hiway 
Express and a two-time chairman of the Charleston Motor Carriers 
Association. 
“As an industry we went out five days per week and began self-
policing our industry,” Byrd said. “We identified ourselves and our 
purpose, and we made sure that trucks operated in a professional 
fashion. Then we reported back when we found trucks that were op-
erating unprofessionally or doing something that gave a poor image 
to the industry or the SCSPA.” 
The program continued for a year before it was discontinued due 
to lack of funding, but Byrd said he feels it played a large role in in-
creasing drivers’ safety awareness. Today, the SCTA offers a Truck 
Observation Report form on its web site, which anyone can use to 
report the performance of a professional truck driver. This form al-
lows observers to record the truck’s DOT/ICC, license, and truck/
tractor numbers.
Fuel for thought: environmental concerns
Charleston’s trucking companies also are doing their part to be 
more environmentally friendly. For instance, Superior’s Barber ex-
plained that all truck engines made in 2007 or later must meet an 
environmental protection agency (EPA) mandate for noxious dis-
charge. The new engines, which put out cleaner emissions, add be-
tween $10,000 and $12,000 to the price of a new truck. Of Superior’s 
29 company-owned trucks, 18 are 2007 models. 
Byrd, who also serves on the ATA’s Environmental Policy 
Commission, noted that the industry is keenly aware of the need to 
have cleaner burning fuel, and that today’s operators are required 
to use low sulfur diesel, which emits 500 parts per million (ppm) of 
particulate matter. New ultra-low sulfur diesel, which meets a stan-
dard of 15 ppm, is available and is in use at SCSPA facilities (see lead 
story in News).
“We are trying to reduce idling by finding ways for truckers to 
turn their truck engines off during idle times, yet keep the drivers 
comfortable in extreme heat or cold,” he said. He explained that aux-
iliary generating units can run off of the truck’s battery power, or draw 
power directly from a small engine on board. When this small engine 
is running, it only heats or cools the cab, so the exhaust is minimal 
compared to when the truck itself is running.
“Some trucks are retrofitted with these units, but they do come 
standard in new trucks, and more and more carriers will be buying 
trucks manufactured with auxiliary units,” Byrd said.
Byrd’s own Bulldog Hiway Express, which infuses 25-30 new trucks 
per year into its fleet, is purchasing new trucks with these units.
Barber added that the SCSPA itself has done its part to reduce idling 
ePa SmartWay transport Partnership
The trucking industry is serious about reducing pollution, which is 
why it has partnered with the EPA to establish the SmartWay Transport 
Partnership. This program is a voluntary partnership between  various 
freight industry sectors and the EPA that establishes incentives for 
fuel efficiency improvements and greenhouse gas emissions reduc-
tions. By 2012, this initiative aims to reduce between 33 and 66  million 
metric tons of carbon dioxide emissions and up to 200,000 tons of 
nitrogen oxide emissions per year. At the same time, the initiative will 
result in fuel savings of up to 150 million barrels of oil annually.  
Visit: www.epa.gov/smartway.   Source:  Environmental Protection Agency
Driving the Economy
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Supply Chain Solutions:
We offer comprehensive 
logistics solutions:
quality, value-added 
warehousing, packaging
and transportation solutions 
for the Southeast.
Warehousing
Distribution
Technology
Packaging
Transportation
For more information, please contact us:
904 Commerce Circle, Charleston, SC 29410 • sales@premier3pl.com
843.554.7529 • 866.209.8472 • www.premier3pl.com
• Warehousing Services
• Inventory Control
• Food Grade
• Packaging / Repackaging
• Drayage
• Brokerage
• Order Fulﬁllment Services
• On-Port Facility
• RF Scanning
• Labeling
• Distribution
• Rail Served
• Pick and Pack
• Cross Docking
• Transloading
• Trucking
• Transportation Management
Now 
offering 
On-Port 
Facility 
at Wando 
Terminal!
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Efficiency. Productivity. Competitive Price.
• Graving docks for ships up to 750 ft. 
• Over 7,000 ft. of pier space
• Excellent machine shop and mechanical capability 
• 15 years experience with UHP water blasting 
• 24/7 work week
• Flexible cross-craft training
Detyens Shipyards, Inc.
Main Yard Cooper River Charleston, SC USA 
1670 Drydock Avenue
North Charleston, SC 29405-2121
tel (843) 308-8000  |  fax (843) 308-8059
www.detyens.com 
Enman and Associates
Sales & Marketing
tel (904) 318-0909  |  fax (904) 519-8580
sales@detyens.com
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by cutting truck turn times down to an average of 20 minutes.
“The Port of Charleston’s yard management system (YMS) works 
incredibly well in enhancing the driver turn time,” he said. “Charleston 
has to be the most efficient port in which we do business…Charleston 
is ahead of the curve, no question about it.”
Barber also tries to help the environment by reducing conges-
tion on the crowded interstates. First, his company relocated to a new 
headquarters in North Charleston, above some of the rush-hour bot-
tlenecks. Second, he aims to get his trucks in and out of Charleston 
proper before 5 p.m., when the congestion really starts.
“We try to manage our equipment and to know where it is so that 
it is not parked in traffic somewhere, contributing to the problem,” he 
said. “We attempt to plan our deliveries and pickups so that our driv-
ers can be safely at the customer’s site during rush hour.”
Charleston’s trucking community, including Barber, is leaning 
heavily on state and federal legislators to steer funds toward South 
Carolina’s roadways in order to reduce congestion.
“To cut down on congestion and pollution, our state definitely must 
expand and improve our already good but increasingly crowded road-
ways,” agreed Todd. “We need to add more lanes to I-26 and get the 
port access road fully funded. We want to work on those last miles—
widen key commercial intermodal connectors and feeder routes—to 
improve safety, efficiency, and the environment.” 
The SCTA works closely with the state DOT and legislators to put 
a hi her priority those key routes, he said.
the trucking industry and the Port
Charleston’s trucking industry leaders cite a close-knit relationship 
between the SCSPA and the local Motor Carriers Association as the 
reason for the area’s success in moving forward with highway safety, 
congestion issues, and environmental procedures.
“The Port of Charleston is to be commended for having such a 
great relationship with the trucking community,” Barber said. “They 
have a very real and true open door policy, and if I need to call Bernie 
Groseclose personally, it never is an issue to get in and talk to him.”
He said that the SCSPA leadership always is willing to listen to 
suggestions from the motor carriers, and it has instituted many of the 
changes that they have suggested. For instance, the YMS, which now 
is in place at all terminals, has increased efficiency and helped speed 
the process at the gates.
“The motor carriers that serve Charleston are such a critical piece 
of the supply chain we feel it is our duty to ensure they are processed 
as expeditiously as possible. Anything less then that would be a dis-
service to them and to our common customers,” said Bill McLean, 
SCSPA Vice President of Operations.
Todd added that these strong relationships among state trans-
portation and trucking agencies will help South Carolina continue 
to prosper. 
“South Carolina’s well run and efficient port, combined with our 
entrepreneurial trucking industry and great highway system, will con-
tinue to serve as an excellent economic engine for the state.”
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G.S. CARTER LUMBER CO.
Lumber • Plywood • Timbers • Dunnage
Heat Treated Lumber A Specialty
843-577-6641
FAX 843-723-7612
2143 Heriot Street, Charleston, SC
 Charleston, SC Columbia, SC
 Bishopville, SC Chino, CA 
 Des Moines, IA Omaha, NE
 Tampa, FL Olive Branch, MS
 Houston, TX Salt Lake City, UT
843-554-6622
web site: www.garnetlogistics.com
e-mail: garnet@garnetlogistics.com
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Integrated Solutions Driving Value & Efficiency 
Warehouse Distribution Import / Export 
Packaging Consolidation Sub Assembly 
1000 Charleston Regional Parkway 
Charleston, SC 29492 
(843) 352-0011 
www.kontanelogistics.com 
Huntersville, NC 
Statesville, NC 
(704) 405-4530 
An operating division of: 
Kontane Inc. 
“The Southeast’s Premier Packaging Designer & Supplier” 
Hickory, North Carolina 
(828) 397-5501 
www.kontane.com 
Line Sequencing Information Systems 
Charleston’s Only Complete Export
Packaging Services Since 1981
• Export, Domestic and Military Packaging
• Containerization • Consolidation
Plant Dismantling • Warehousing
• Container Freight Station (CFS)
Ten Strategic Locations to Serve You:
� Norfolk, VA (757) 625-7520
� Miami/Fort Lauderdale, FL (954) 523-1901
� Savannah, GA (912) 965-1944
� Houston, TX (713) 921-7755
� Long Beach, CA (310) 604-1440
� Charleston, SC (843) 853-3317
� North Hollywood, CA (818) 623-2626
� Phoenix, AZ (602) 393-0415
� New Orleans, LA (504) 288-9390
� Austin, TX (512) 821-2297
1505 King St. Ext.
Charleston, SC 29405
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LOCATION: Foggy Morning Harbor – Charleston, SC 
IMAGE DATA: 1/4th-second exposure @ f/5.6  Nikon D100 digital 
camera with 128 mm lens.   PHOTOGRAPHER: Marvin Preston
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carrier services port of charleston, usa
Africa (Non Med)  (4 carrier services in 2 deployments)   
 Hapag-Lloyd NAA 35 days CS
 Maersk Line AMEX Weekly WW
 MSC AMEX Weekly WW
 Safmarine AMEX Weekly WW
Asia - India Ocean  (15 carrier services in 5 deployments)   
 ANL Container Line ISC-3 Weekly NC
  APL IAX Weekly NC
 APL SZX Weekly WW
 ARC Mid East Fortnightly UP
 CMA CGM INDAMEX Weekly NC
 CMA CGM SZX Weekly WW
 Emirates Shipping Line IDX Weekly NC
 Evergreen Line IMU Weekly NC
 Evergreen Line SZX Weekly WW
 Hapag-Lloyd INDAMEX Weekly NC
 Hyundai SZX Weekly WW
 MacAndrews INDAMEX Weekly NC
 Maersk Line SZX 1 Weekly WW
 MOL SZX Weekly WW
 MSC - Weekly WW
 OOCL OOCL Weekly NC
 Safmarine USEC EXP Weekly WW
 Shpg Corp. of India IDX Weekly NC
 Wallenius Wilhelmsen ìNM, MNî Fortnightly UP
 Zim Ind-NA Exp Weekly NC
Asia - Pacific  (14 carrier serives in 6 deployments) 
 APL APX Weekly WW
 APL SZX Weekly WW
 CMA CGM SZX Weekly WW
 COSCO AWE 2 Weekly CS
 Evergreen Line NUE Weekly NC
 Evergreen Line SZX Weekly WW
 Hanjin AWC Weekly CS
 Hanjin AWG Weekly CS
 Hyundai APX Weekly WW
 Hyundai SZX Weekly WW
 K Line NATCO-1 Weekly CS
 K Line NATCO-5 Weekly CS
 Maersk Line TP7 Weekly WW
 MOL CNY/APX Weekly WW
 MOL SZX Weekly WW
 MSC - Weekly WW
 Safmarine TP7 Weekly WW
 Yang Ming AWE 2 Weekly CS
 Yang Ming AWE 5 Weekly CS
Australia-New Zealand  (1 carrier service in 1 deployment)  
 MSC - Weekly WW
Caribbean  (21 carrier services in 8 deployments)   
 Alianca ABUS Weekly WW
 APL APX Weekly WW
 CCNI Americas Weekly WW
 CSAV - Weekly WW
 CSAV Americas Weekly WW
 Evergreen Line NUE Weekly NC
 Evergreen Line SNT Weekly WW
 Hamburg Sud ABUS Weekly WW
 Hamburg Sud AGAS Weekly WW
 Hapag-Lloyd ESS2 Weekly WW
 Hyundai APX Weekly WW
 Libra - Weekly WW
 Maersk Line AMEX Weekly WW
 Maersk Line SAE Weekly WW
 Maersk Line TP7 Weekly WW
 MOL CNY/APX Weekly WW
 MSC AMEX Weekly WW
 MSC S Atlantic Weekly WW
 MSC String 1 Weekly WW
 Safmarine AMEX Weekly WW
 Safmarine TP7 Weekly WW
Europe - Atlantic  (43 carrier services in 15 deployments)   
 ACL J Weekly NC
 ACL N Weekly NC
 ANL Container Line EUS-1 Weekly NC
 APL APX Weekly WW
 APL ATN Weekly WW
 APL ATS Weekly WW
 ARC Atlantic Weekly UP
 Atlanticargo - 10 days CS
 China Shipping Container Lines EAG Weekly NC
 CMA CGM Victory Br Weekly NC
 COSCO TAS 1 Weekly CS
 COSCO TAS 5 Weekly WW
 Evergreen Line EUG Weekly NC
 Evergreen Line NEC Weekly NC
 Evergreen Line NUE Weekly NC
 Hanjin TAS 1 Weekly CS
 Hapag-Lloyd ATX Weekly NC
 Hapag-Lloyd GAX Weekly NC
 Hapag-Lloyd GMX Weekly NC
 Hyundai APX Weekly WW
 Hyundai ATN Weekly WW
 Hyundai ATS Weekly WW
 K Line NA Shuttle Weekly UP
 K Line TASCO 1 Weekly CS
 K Line TASCO 5 Weekly WW
 Maersk Line TA1 Weekly WW
 Maersk Line TA2 Weekly WW
 Maersk Line TA3 Weekly WW
 MOL ATN Weekly WW
 MOL ATS Weekly WW
 MOL CNY/APX Weekly WW
 MSC S Atlantic Weekly WW
 NYK ATX Weekly NC
 NYK GAX Weekly NC
 OOCL ATX Weekly NC
 OOCL GAX Weekly NC
 OOCL GMX Weekly NC
 Star Shipping - 10 days CS
 Wallenius Wilhelmsen ìEA,NAî Fortnightly UP
 Wallenius Wilhelmsen ìEB,NBî Weekly UP
 Yang Ming EGS Weekly WW
 Yang Ming TAS 1 Weekly CS
 Zim AUE Weekly CS
 Zim NEX Weekly NC
Mediterranean  (24 carrier services in 7 deployments)   
 ANL Container Line ISC-3 Weekly NC
 APL IAX Weekly NC
 APL MGS Weekly WW
 ARC Mid East Fortnightly UP
 CMA CGM INDAMEX Weekly NC
 COSCO TAS 3 Weekly CS
 Emirates Shipping Line IDX Weekly NC
 Evergreen Line IMU Weekly NC
 Hanjin TAS 3 Weekly CS
 Hapag-Lloyd INDAMEX Weekly NC
 Hapag-Lloyd MNX Weekly WW
 K Line TASCO 3 Weekly CS
 MacAndrews INDAMEX Weekly NC
 Maersk Line SZX 1 Weekly WW
 Maersk Line West Med Weekly WW
 MSC - Weekly WW
 OOCL IDX Weekly NC
 Safmarine USEC EXP Weekly WW
 Safmarine US-Gulf Weekly WW
 Shpg Corp. of India IDX Weekly NC
 Wallenius Wilhelmsen ìNM, MNî Fortnightly UP
 Yang Ming TAS 3 Weekly CS
 Zim Ind-NA Exp Weekly NC
 Zim Med Atl Weekly CS
South America - Atlantic  (14 carrier serives in 3 deployments)  
 Alianca ABUS Weekly WW
 Alianca NA-ECSA2 9 days WW
 CSAV - Weekly WW
 CSAV USATLAN 9 days WW
 Evergreen Line SNT Weekly WW
 Hamburg Sud ABUS Weekly WW
 Hamburg Sud NA-ECSA2 9 days WW
 Hapag-Lloyd ESS2 Weekly WW
 Libra - Weekly WW
 Libra USATLAN 9 days WW
 Maersk Line NASA Weekly WW
 Maruba USATLAN 9 days WW
 MSC - Weekly WW
South America - Pacific  (5 carrier services in 3 deployments)  
 CCNI Americas Weekly WW
 CSAV Americas Weekly WW
 Hamburg Sud AGAS Weekly WW
 MSC - Weekly WW
 MSC String 1 Weekly WW
 CArrier NAme CArrier  ServiCe NAme FreqUeNC y TermiNAl
 CArrier NAme CArrier  ServiCe NAme FreqUeNC y TermiNAl
Direct Services by Trade Region by Carrier
This listing indicates direct service calls in and out of Charleston. Many of these 
carriers also offer transshipment options that will move your cargo anywhere in 
the world.  Please contact your ocean carrier about transshipment options.
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CS AWC / AWE 2 / nATCO-1 COSCO / Hanjin / K Line / Yang Ming Asia - Pacific Weekly
CS AWE 5 / AWg / nATCO-5 Hanjin / K Line / Yang Ming Asia - Pacific Weekly
CS AUE / TAS 1 / TASCO 1 COSCO / Hanjin / K Line / Yang Ming / Zim Europe - Atlantic Weekly
CS Med Atl / TAS 3 / TASCO 3 COSCO / Hanjin / K Line / Yang Ming / Zim Mediterranean Weekly
CS nAA Hapag-Lloyd Africa (non Med) 33 days
CS - Atlanticargo / Star Shipping Europe - Atlantic 10 days
nC IAX / InDAMEX / ISC-3 AnL Container Line / APL / CMA CgM / Hapag-Lloyd / MacAndrews Asia - India Ocean / Mediterranean Weekly
nC EAg / EUg / EUS-1 / Victory Br AnL Container Line / China Shipping / CMA CgM / Evergreen Line Europe - Atlantic Weekly
nC nUE Evergreen Line Asia - Pacific / Caribbean / Europe - Atlantic Weekly
nC gMX Hapag-Lloyd / OOCL Europe - Atlantic Weekly
nC ATX / n ACL / Hapag-Lloyd / nYK / OOCL Europe - Atlantic Weekly
nC gAX / J ACL / Hapag-Lloyd / nYK / OOCL Europe - Atlantic Weekly
nC IDX / IMU / Ind-nA Exp / OOCL Emirates / Evergreen / OOCL / SCI / Zim Asia - India Ocean / Mediterranean Weekly
nC nEC / nEX Evergreen Line / Zim Europe - Atlantic Weekly
UP nA Shuttle K Line Europe - Atlantic Weekly
UP EA,nA Wallenius Wilhelmsen Europe - Atlantic Fortnightly
UP Atlantic ARC Europe - Atlantic Weekly
UP Mid East / nM, Mn ARC / Wallenius Wilhelmsen Asia - India Ocean / Mediterranean Fortnightly
WW AgAS / Americas CCnI / CSAV / Hamburg Sud Caribbean / South America - Pacific Weekly
WW nA-ECSA2 / USATLAn Alianca / CSAV / Hamburg Sud / Libra / Maruba South America - Atlantic Weekly
WW - / ABUS / ESS2 / nASA / SnT Alianca / CSAV / Evergreen / Hamburg Sud / Hapag-Lloyd / Libra / Maersk Line Caribbean / South America - Atlantic Weekly
WW SAE Maersk Line Caribbean Weekly
WW ATS / TA2 APL / Hyundai / Maersk Line / MOL Europe - Atlantic Weekly
WW SZX 1 / USEC EXP Maersk Line / Safmarine Asia - India Ocean / Mediterranean Weekly
WW ATn / TA3 / TP7 APL / Hyundai / Maersk Line / MOL / Safmarine Asia - Pacific / Caribbean / Europe - Atlantic Weekly
WW MgS / MnX / US-gulf / West Med APL / Hapag-Lloyd / Maersk Line / Safmarine Mediterranean Weekly
WW String 1 MSC Caribbean / South America - Pacific Weekly
WW S Atlantic MSC Caribbean / Europe - Atlantic Weekly
WW - MSC Mediterranean Weekly
WW AMEX Maersk Line / MSC / Safmarine Africa (non Med) / Caribbean Weekly
WW - MSC Asia - India Ocean Weekly
WW - MSC Asia - Pacific Weekly
WW - MSC Australia-new Zealand Weekly
WW - MSC South America - Atlantic Weekly
WW SZX APL / CMA CgM / Evergreen / Hyundai / MOL Asia - Pacific / Asia - India Ocean Weekly
WW APX / CnY/APX / TA1 APL / Hyundai / Maersk Line / MOL Asia - Pacific / Caribbean / Europe - Atlantic Weekly
CARRIER CUSTOMER SERVICE WEB ADDRESS
ACL (800) 225-1235 www.aclcargo.com
Alianca (973) 775-5600 www.alianca.com.br
ANL Container Line (843) 720-1580 www.anl.com.au
APL (800) 999-7733 www.apl.com
ARC (201) 571-0444 www.arrcnet.com
Atlanticargo (800) 251-3960 www.atlanticargo.com
CCNI (800) 223-2264 www.ccni.cl
China Shipping (843) 881-4754 www.chinashippingna.com
CMA CGM (843) 740-0700 www.cmacgm.com
COSCO (800) 242-7354 www.cosco-usa.com
CSAV (732) 635-2600 www.csav.com
Emirates Shipping Line (732) 882-1600 www.emiratesline.com
Evergreen Shipping Agency (843) 856-7600 www.evergreen-shipping.us
Hamburg Sud (888) 228-3270 www.hamburg-sued.com
Hanjin (912) 966-1220 www.hanjin.com
Hapag-Lloyd (843) 556-4052 www.hlcl.com
Hyundai (877) 749-8632 www.hmm21.com
K Line (800) 609-3221 www.k-line.com
Libra (877) 959-4910 www.libra.com.br
MacAndrews (843) 856-1000 www.macandrews.net
Maersk Line (800) 321-8807 www.maerskline.com
MOL (800) 621-9545 www.molpower.com
MSC (843) 971-4100 www.mscgva.ch
NYK 888-695-7447 www.nyk.com
OOCL (888) 388-6625 www.oocl.com
Safmarine (866) 866-4723 www.safmarine.com
Shpg Corp. of India (843) 856-1000 www.shipindia.com
Star Shipping (843) 856-1000 www.starshipping.com
Wallenius Wilhelmsen (201) 505-4000 www.2wglobal.com
Yang Ming (912) 238-0329 www.yml.com.tw
Zim (866) 744-7046 www.zim.co.il
Direct Services by Terminal by Deployment Grouping
This listing indicated direct service calls in/out of Charleston. Many of these carriers also offer transshipment options that will move your 
cargo anywhere in the world. Please contact to your ocean carrier about transshipment options. Contact information is provided below.
pics waterfront snapshots
(Left to right) Bill Mahoney, 
President & CEO of the SC 
Research Authority, US Rep 
Henry E. Brown Jr., co-chair 
of the Port Security Caucus 
and House Transportation 
and Infrastructure Commit-
tee and Whitemarsh Smith, 
Vice Chairman, SC State 
Ports Authority, cut the rib-
bon on the new Omniview 
Gantry for use at the Port 
of Charleston’s U.S. Cus-
toms and Border Protection 
Container Examination 
Station. The system is able to 
penetrate up to 14 inches of 
steel, thereby providing port 
officials a comprehensive 
and safe means to inspect 
cargo containers for terrorist 
threats.
Fred Stribling, Vice President 
of Marketing and Sales, SC-
SPA and Kent Selby, Director 
of Operations, Charleston 
Marine Containers, Inc. 
take a quick break before 
boarding the buses during 
the 61st Annual Forum of 
the NDTA which was held in 
Charleston September 15th 
- 19th. Mr. Stribling, also the 
President of the Charleston 
Chapter of the NDTA, and 
Mr. Selby led a group of 50 
on a tour of the port termi-
nals as one of the events 
offered to those attending 
the forum. 
Total Container 
Handling Solutions
Hyster has the broadest range 
of heavy-duty trucks in the 
material handling industry. 
Port operations included. And 
Barloworld Handling is the 
largest Hyster dealer in the 
world. Aftermarket solutions 
included. 
Choose a winning team for 
your next lift truck purchase.
Barloworld Handling
1-877-6-BARLOW
www.handling.barloworld.com
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